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PLANET ASSOCIATES RELEASES LATEST VERSION OF PLANET® IRM
INFRASTRUCTURE RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
New version aids administration and eases bulk data imports
Neptune, NJ – March 26, 2012 – Planet Associates Inc., the leading provider of Infrastructure
Relationship Management (IRM) software and services for Enterprise Networks, has just
released the latest version of Planet IRM with enhancements to administrative rights and bulk
data operations.
Planet’s latest feature enhancements are associated with IRM’s Dynamic Data Reconciliation
(DDR) module, which simplifies and expedites bulk loading of new data. New features include
bulk moves and replacement of equipment, bulk creation of new sites and inner ducts, and
overall speed enhancements. Unrelated IRM changes include administrator lock-out privileges
and auto-generation of basic equipment representations.
“A great deal of our clients’ time is spent keeping IT asset information up to date in the system,”
said William Spencer, President and CEO of Planet Associates, “and we are happy to be able to
expedite the process even further with our current improvements.”
This latest release of Planet IRM includes additional enhancements to improve usability and
expedite implementation processes.
About Planet IRM
Planet IRM is designed to consolidate critical infrastructure information and streamline IT
operations through a single, centralized, visual data repository, which improves operational
efficiency and service levels, reduces network disruptions and downtime, and provides the
cohesion necessary for accurate and thorough critical system analysis.
Planet IRM is available through the US General Service Administration’s schedule GS-35F0928N or via the Department of Defense Enterprise Software Initiative and SmartBUY Blanket
Purchase Agreements.
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Planet Associates Inc., located in Neptune, N.J., develops, licenses and supports the Planet
IRM family of infrastructure relationship management software products. Planet IRM is uniquely
capable of total enterprise network asset consolidation, incorporating Inside and Outside Cable
Plant, Data Center, WAN, and User/Desktop Management, and all interconnectivity. For more
information on Planet IRM software, call Planet Associates at (732) 922-5300, email
mjviscomi@planetassoc.com or visit http://www.planetassoc.com.
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